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Polar Bear
~4,000
(USFWS)

Residents
outnumber
bears in
Alaska
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Population
Estimates
Black Bear
100,000+
(ADFG)

700,000+

134,000+
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Brown Bear
~30,000
(ADFG)

All grizzly bears are brown bears, but not all brown bears are
grizzly bears. Southern coast brown bears that have access to
coastal food resources like salmon, are brown bears. Brown
bears that live in the interior feeding on non-marine animals,
berries, vegetation, invertebrates, and carrion are referred to
as “grizzly” bears. Because of this di°erence in diet, brown
bears typically outweigh grizzly bears.

Habitat
Ranges

Polar Bear

Alaska is the only state to
have all three North American
bear species.

Brown Bear
Black Bear

Big Bears

Height

In Alaska, average bear height
is 3-5 feet from paw to shoulder.
Polar bears and brown bears can
be the same size while black bears
are much smaller. But when it
comes to weight, brown bears
outweigh polar bears.

up to
1,500 lbs

Polar Bear
Brown Bear
Black Bear

6-foot man

Tailored Tools

Brown
Bear Claw

up to
1,400 lbs

up to
350 lbs
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Polar
Bear Claw

Very long curved claws
great for ÿghting, digging,
and grasping food.

Weight

Black bears have ÿve
toes on their front and
rear paws with short
hooked claws allowing
them to be expert tree
climbers.

Black
Bear Claw

Thick curved claws great
for grasping prey and
traction on ice.

Small curved claws great
for getting into things
and climbing trees.

Faster Than They Look
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Fat not only keeps
polar bears warm,
but increases their
buoyancy when
they swim.

Bears can swim
on average 6 mph

Bears can run
over 25 mph
Learn more about our wildlife program at www.blm.gov/alaska/wildlife
Brown bears in the Kivalina River downstream
from the Raven Blu˜ archeological site, Alaska.
Photo by Craig McCaa (BLM)
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